Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. throne, crooked, bushel, lighten, frightening
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

4. recognize, online, reply, tonight, oldest
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

5. sugar, throat, toaster, stolen, thrive
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

~PREVIEW~
Please log in or register to download the printable version of this worksheet.
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. throne, crooked, bushel, lighten, frightening
   - bushel, crooked, frightening, lighten, throne

2. poet, mileage, icicle, highway, grown

4. recognize, online, reply, tonight, oldest
   - oldest, online, recognize, reply, tonight

5. sugar, throat, toaster, stolen, thrive
   - stolen, sugar, thrive, throat, toaster